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Abstract-In this paper, we define the k-shortest path problem, which will be used to model t,he 
problem of routing aircraft through a network of airfields. This problem finds the optimal alternative 
routes from one or more origins to one or more destinations. 1Ve solve this problem using t,he double- 
sweep algorithm. We present a simplification to the double-sweep algorithm, and show that this 
simplification reduces the computational complexity of the algorithm by a factor of /c. We prove that 
the simplified double-sweep algorithm converges. Finally, we demonstrate t,his algorithm on a small 
airlift network. @ 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
111 ttlis paper, we will define the k-shortest path problem as the problem that seeks the best, 
alternatives in the event that we might need more than one route to get from any origin to any 
destination. We will then describe the double-sweep algorithm, the k-shortest path method that 
n-ill be used to find the k-shortest air routes in a network. This method differs from classical 
shortest path methods in that it represents the Ic distinct path lengths and arc lengths with 
\,octors of k distinct elements. We will present a simplification t,o the double-sweep algorithm. 
which reduces the arc lengths to equivalent scalars. We will show that this simplification reduces 
the computational complexity of the algorithm from 0( ra”lc”) to 0(1r3k2). We will prove that 
this simplified double-sweep algorithm converges. Finally. we will demonstrate how this may bc 
llsed on a small airlift network. 
2. THE k-SHORTEST PATH PROBLEM 
Most applications of the shortest path problem are concerned with the problem of finding the 
short,est path from one or more origins to one or more destinations. There are a large number of 
papers and books discussing this problem and the numerous solution methods [l&10]. In some 
applications, it is also beneficial to know the second or third shortest paths between two nodes. In 
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this paper, we will discuss the k-shortest path problem, or the problem of finding k such shortest 
paths from an origin node to all destination nodes. 
This type of solution is especially meaningful in an airlift situation, in which a large amount of 
cargo is gathered together in one central location to be shipped to a variety of locations. It may 
be that there is more than one possible route to take and that some routes may be more efficient 
when flown by particular aircraft. It may be the case that maintenance crews for a specific aircraft 
type are centered at a base that may not necessarily be an enroute base for the shortest route. 
Also, due to physical limitations at some enroute bases, it may be beneficial to have alternate 
routes available in the event that an enroute base for one route becomes overly congested. These 
physical limitations are discussed further in Rink et al., [ll]. In these situations, it is necessary 
to know several of the best routes to get from an origin base to a destination base. 
A good summary of the k-shortest path problem and several solution methods can be found in 
Evans and Minieka [5]. The method we have chosen to work with is the double-sweep algorithm. 
This algorithm, which was introduced in 1974 by Shier [12] and refined in 1976 by Shier [13], finds 
the k-shortest paths between a specified origin and all other nodes in the network. There are 
other methods available to solve this problem, such as the generalized Floyd or the generalized 
Dantzig algorithms [5]. These methods find the k-shortest paths between every pair of nodes. 
However, in the case in which there are only a small number of origins, it would be a waste of 
computational time to find the k-shortest paths between every pair of nodes. 
3. THE DOUBLE-SWEEP ALGORITHM 
All standard algorithms used to find the shortest path from one or many origins to one or many 
destinations have one underlying similarity. They all find the solution using some sequence of 
the arithmetic operations, addition and minimization. These operations are performed on scalar 
numbers that represent arc lengths or path lengths (labels). 
The double-sweep algorithm solves the k-shortest path problem similarly by executing a se- 
quence of the arithmetic operations, addition and minimization. Our path lengths are now 
represented by a k-dimensional vector, di E Rk 
4 = k&l,&, . . . , dikl , where dil < di2 < . . . < dik. 
‘th Here, dij represents the J shortest path from the root node T to node i. Note that the elements 
of a member of Rk are distinct and arranged in ascending order, assuming 00 5 co. With this 
in mind, let us redefine our arithmetic operations [5]. 
Let a= [ai,as,... , ak] and b = [bl, bz, . . . , bk] be members of Rk. We will denote generalized 
minimization by + and define it as follows: 
a+b=min{ai,bi]i=1,2 ,..., k}, (1) 
where mink(X) returns the k smallest distinct elements of the set X. We will denote generalized 
addition by x and define it as follows: 
a x b = rnp {ai + bj 1 i,j = 1,2,. . . , k} (2) 
Note that we can arrange the elements of a + b and a x b so that a + b E R” and a x b E R”. 
Furthermore, because the elements of members of R” are arranged in ascending order, generalized 
minimization should not require more than k comparisons and generalized addition not more than 
k(k - 1) additions and k(k - 1) comparisons. 
Let us further extend our notation so that d$ = [d$, , dyj2, . . . , dyjk] E R” denotes the k shortest 
distinct arc lengths from node i to node j. Because dij E Rk, if two arcs from i to j have the 
same length, that arc will only be represented once in d$. If there are less than k arcs from i to 
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.i, then the remaining elements will be 03. We can assume that there is one arc from a node to 
itself wit,h length 0. Let Do denote the matrix: 
Finally, let dTj = [d$,,dTj,, . , igk d* ] E R” denote the IC shortest distinct pat,11 lengths frorrl 
node i t.o node j. These are the optimal path lengths. Let 17’ denote the matrix {dr,}. If we 
are seeking the k-shortest path lengths from a specific nodc (i.e., node 1-), to ever\; other uotlc in 
the graph, then we need to determine row T of D”: Id:,? d:,, , df,,]. Note that t,his row consists 
of n members, each of which belongs to R”. Thus. a total of ok values ancl their corresponding 
paths must be computed. 
The double-sweep algorithm is one met,hod of efficiently computing these II& pa&. Tll~ ill- 
gorithm is valid as long as the graph contains no negative cycles. Negative arc lengths ca::ry 
no meaning in this application, so this condition is met,. The algorithm is initialized with ~1 
estimate [d$) , dz), , d$.$] of [d:, , d;, , . . . , d&l. Each value of the initial estimatcl must qua1 or 
exceed the corresponding optimal value, and we assume cl!:!, = 0. Specifically, u’(\ will initialize 
all valucls to co except for dpT\ = 0. 
New estimates of dFi are obtained iteratively in the algorithm by checking if any of thr I; val!les 
in d!:’ (0) x dyi a.re less than any of the k values in the curreut est,imate d,, of d;,. If so. chc 
smallest k values are selected. This is repeated for all j, producing a new estimat,e d,‘.:’ of tl:,. 
The algorithm continues in this manner until two consecutive estimates [dtj? d$. . &j] iind 
[d~.‘,“‘,d!‘2+1’:. , d;$‘)] are identical in every component for % > 1. These termiuwl Pst,imntes 
arc shown to be the optimal values in [5]. 
When an estimate vector dp) = [d$ , d$, . , dci] is being revised to the next cstimatc> dj.‘+” = 
[‘&+)>d!;+?. ,&,+” ] i the values already calculated in d!.‘+’ ) are used whenever possible iu the 
computation of the remaining values in dp+‘). This added efficiency of cxploit,ing newly Ilp(l;lt(>d 
estimates can expedite the calculation of the optimal values. 
Let us define matrix L as the lower triangular portion of D”. obtained by replacing (‘very 
element of d$ by 03 for i < j. Similarly, define matrix U as the upper triangular portion of Do. 
ol)tained by replacing every element of d$ by x for i > j. 
4. SIMPLIFICATION TO THE DOUBLE-SWEEP ALGORITHM 
As stated previously, the algorithm is initialized with an estimate d$‘) = [d!:‘~ d$‘. , &!J] 
of d; = [d;,, d;2, . , df,] m which each value of the initial estimate must equal or cxcc~cl t.,lle 
corresponding optimal value. Also, dc), = 0 because we assume that there exist,s a loath of zero 
length from vertex T to itself. 
The main it~eration of the double-sweep algorithm takes an estimate di”” of dc a1~1 calcul;Lt,(~s 
it new cstirnate d(?‘+l) (2/+-2) in the backward sweep and the next new estimate d, 111 t,hP hrw arrl 
sweep. The backiard sweep proceeds as follows: 
d(zl+l) = @l”) x L + @l), 
T 
1 =0.1.2 ,.... (3) 
This appears to be a circular calculation, but it is easily carried out. The 71~” component, duff,+” 
is computed first. Recall that the nth column of L consi& entirely of 00 element,s. thlls reducing 
olir definition 
&2l+L) = d(21’ T.1L T.IL (4) 
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(21+1) Next we can compute the Znd to last component, dr,n_l . Again, recall that the (n - l)th column 
of L consists of 0;) elements in all but the nth row. This reduces our definition 
dc2”+‘) = d;T;+l) x Ln-l,n + dr;)_,. r,n-1 (5) 
Obviously, this only relies on previously defined components of ds2’+‘), and we can continue in 
this manner through to dF;+‘). 
The next new estimate ds2’+2) is computed in the forward sweep as follows: 
d(zl+s) = @“+2) x u + d(zl+‘), 
c T 1=0,1,2 )...’ (6) 
Whereas the backward sweep calculated the components of a new estimate di2’+‘) from last to 
first, the forward sweep calculates the components of ds21+2) in a similar manner from first to 




(J. x dc2ff2) + dr;+‘), 
J>Z TJ 1=0,1,2 ,...) i=l,..., Iz. (7) 
j=l 
The algorithm terminates when two consecutive estimates dit-‘) and d?) are identical for t > 1. 
The final estimate d?) is the optimal path set dc. 
Note that addition and multiplication as indicated in the above matrix representations refer 
to generalized minimization and generalized addition, respectively, as defined in equations (1) 
and (2). This brings us to a significant computational reduction for the specific application of 
automatically generating air routes. 
We can assume that any path from one base to another base will have the same great-circle 
distance. Thus, any distance matrix Do will have the following format: 
[d:,, (4k-1] . . . [d:,, (m)‘-l] 
where (co)‘-’ represents a (Ic - 1)-dimensional vector with all 00 entries. This subsequently 
defines our lower and upper triangular matrices L and U as follows: 
_ 1 
[oo, (oo)k-11 [oo, (co)“-‘] . . . [cm, (co)“-‘] 
[d;,, (co)“-‘] [oc), (cm)“-‘] . . . 
[d%, (co)‘--l] [di2, (io,“-‘1 , . : ,oo, (;)“-1, 
[m (4”-‘1 [d!z, (4k-1] . . . 
u = [m Wk-l] [m Wk-l] . . . [d%v Wk-‘] 
. . 
[cm, (M)k--l] . . : 
Recall that we can calculate the estimate di2’+‘) in the backward sweep as 
down to i+l 
dc2f+l) = 
r,t c 
L. x dc2f+‘) + dc2f) 
cl>% r,j T,Z 1=0,1,2 )...) i=l,..., 12. (8) 
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Also note from the above definition of L, 
L. x #!fl) = pi, (@p] x d(.2!+1). 
J>% 7-J ’ J 
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(9) 
But by our definition of generalized addition, this reduces to 
This reduces generalized addition to the operation of adding a scalar Lj,i,l to each element of 
dyi+‘). We similarly reduce calculation of the forward sweep estimate, d$21+2), in equation (7). 
Thus, we can redefine Do, L, and U as simpler n x n matrices, consisting of only the lst element 
of the prior k-dimensional vector: 
Now we replace generalized addition from our algorithm with k equivalent scalar addition 
operations. We will continue to represent this operation as before. 
The computational complexity has been reduced by our simplification. It is accepted that at 
most nk single sweeps are required to reach optimality [5]. On the order of n2 generalized sddi- 
tions and n2 generalized minimizations are required in each double sweep, or at most, (l/2)kn3 
generalized additions and minimizations to complete the double-sweep algorithm. Recall that 
each generalized addition required at most k(k - 1) additions and k(k - 1) comparisons. Now it 
requires only k additions. Generalized minimization requires at most k comparisons. Thus, we 
have reduced the computational complexity from O(n3k3) to O(n3k2). 
We have shown that, with this simplification, generalized addition is equivalent to the operation 
of scalar addition. Thus, the proof of convergence of the simplified double-sweep algorithm follows 
similarly as in [5]. 
THEOREM 1. The simplified double-sweep algorithm converges. 
PROOF. We can assume that the optimal values in d: are either finite or fco. Equation (3) is a 
generalized minimization between corresponding components of di2”‘) x L and d:“). Similarly, 
equation (6) is a generalized minimization between corresponding components of dy1+2) x U and 
d(“+‘). It is clear that, in the calculation of a new estimate, no value can be replaced by a larger 7 
value. Thus, the estimates d, , T , . . . (l) dc2) , dp) form nk nonincreasing sequences. Furthermore, no 
value can be less than its corresponding optimal value. This can be seen as follows. 
Suppose that the first less-than-optimal value is calculated for the pth shortest path from node T 
to node j. This less-than-optimal path length must have been computed by equation (3) or (6) 
as the sum of a number not less than the optimal shortest path length from node T to some 
node i and the arc length from node i to node j. This would mean that this path length must 
also be less than optimal, which contradicts our assumption that we are computing the first 
less-than-optimal path length. 
Hence, the estimates d!‘), dk2), . . , dp) form nk nonincreasing sequences of path lengths that 
are greater than or equal to their corresponding optimal values. It remains to show that each 
of these nk sequences converges to its optimal value d: in a finite number of steps. We will do 
this by showing that each succeeding estimate contains at least one more optimal value than its 
predecessor. For this, two lemmas are needed. 
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LEMMA 1. (See [5].) If node i is the penultimate node of some pth shortest path from node r 
to node j, then the segment P’ of P from node r to node i is one of the p shortest paths from 
node r to node i. 
PROOF. If path P’ were not among the p shortest paths from node r to node i, there would be 
p paths from node r to node i with distinct lengths that are shorter than P’. Each of these paths 
could be extended to node j by the addition of the single arc from i to j. This would result in 
p paths from node r to node j that are shorter than path P, which is a contradiction. I 
LEMMA 2. (See 151.) If the p shortest path lengths from node r to every other node are known, 
then the length of the (p -t- l)st shortest path length from node r to itself is determined during 
the next double sweep for p 2 0. 
PROOF. Consider any (~+l)~~ shortest path P from node r to itself. Let i denote the penultimate 
vertex of path P. Lemma 1 implies that the segment P’ of P from node r to node i is among the 
(p + l)st shortest paths from node r to node i. However, path P’ cannot be a (p + l)st shortest 
path, otherwise there would be pf 1 shortest paths from node r to itself that have node i as their 
penultimate node. This contradicts the fact that d:,, = 0 and corresponds to a path without 
arcs. 
By assumption, the p-shortest path lengths from node r to node i are known. Also, the lengths 
of the k-shortest arcs from node i to node r are known. Therefore, the length of P will be 
determined during the next double sweep. I 
These lemmas can be used to show that at least one more optimal value is calculated during 
each double sweep. Suppose that the length of the p-shortest paths from node r to every other 
node has been determined for some p 2 0 by the 1 th double sweep. Let j be any node for which 
the optimal value, dG,j,p+lr of the (p + l)st shortest path from node r to node j has yet to be 
determined. 
Let i represent the penultimate node of the (p + l)st shortest path from node r to node j. If 
the length of the (p + l)st shortest path from node r to node i has already been determined, the 
next double sweep will determine the optimum value of the length of the (p + l)st shortest path 
from node r to node j, since this path is the concatenation of one of the (p + l)st shortest paths 
from node r to node i and the arc from i to j. 
However, if the length of the (p + l)st shortest path from node r to the penultimate node i has 
not yet been determined by the algorithm, we cannot guarantee that the next double sweep will 
produce the optimum value dF.j,p+l. If the next double sweep does generate this path length, 
then the proof is complete. If not, then by Lemma 1, the (p + l)st shortest path from node r to 
node j must consist of the (p + l)st shortest path from r to i, along with the arc from i to j. 
We repeat the preceding argument, replacing node i by node j. Successive repetitions of this 
argument should lead to a point at which an optimum value is calculated during the next double- 
sweep iteration of the algorithm. If not, the (p + l)st shortest path from node r to j will be 
traced back to r. If the latter occurs, then by Lemma 2, the next double sweep determines an 
optimal value for the (p+ l)st shortest path from node r to itself, which concludes the proof that 
the algorithm terminates finitely. I 
The double-sweep algorithm only determines the k-shortest path lengths. The actual paths 
corresponding to the path lengths are found by working backwards. Let us find the pth shortest 
path from node r to node j. This path must consist of the Ith (1 5 p) shortest path from node r 
to node i, along with the arc from node i to node j. The length of this path, dpiI, plus the arc 
length from node i to node j, dyj, must equal d&. Let us call node i the penultimate node on 
the pth shortest path from node r to node j. Node i is found by searching through the arc length 
matrix Do together with the set of shortest path lengths d:. Node i is then the pth predecessor 
node to node j. The pth shortest path can be further determined by tracing back to find the Ith 
predecessor node to node i, and so on back to node r. Because knowledge of the lth shortest 
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paths is needed to determine the pth (1 I p) shortest path, it is most efficient to determine all 
shortest paths first, then all second shortest paths, and so forth. 
The penultimate node is not necessarily unique. However, all degenerate penultimate nodes 
can be labeled as the pth predecessors to node j, and thus all paths of equal length that qualify 
as the pth shortest path from node T to node j can be determined. 
5. A SIMPLE EXAMPLE FOR AIRLIFT ROUTING 
Let us consider the simple example in which we would like to find the three shortest paths 
from Tinker Air Force Base (AFB) in the United States (KTIK) to Sachon, Korea (RKPS). Let 
us further assume that there are three enroute bases, Elmendorf AFB (PAED) in Akaska, Hickam 
AFB (PHIK) in H awaii, and Yokota AB (RJTY) in Japan. 
The distance dfj between two bases i and j is the great-circle distance, which is calculated from 
the geographical coordinates of base i and j. This is a well-known calculation that is carried out 
by transforming the latitude and longitude coordinates into x,~J, z coordinates and calculating 
the st,raight-line distance through the earth. The great-circle distance over the face of t,he globe 
can then easily be computed. 
For this sample network, suppose we have Advanced knowledge of infeasible flight legs. This 
information can be used to help us narrow our feasible shortest paths. For example, suppose we 
know that it is infeasible for aircraft to fly directly from KTIK to RJTY or RKPS. And suppose 
we wanted to limit the number of cycles included by disallowing flights to return to KTIK from 
any base. The distances in the Do matrix for these directed arcs would then be assigned a value 
of infinity. 
These specifications could be further generalized in implementation to say that D”(j, r) = 03 
for any node j # I-, where r is the origin. Other such generalizations could be introduced to 
incorporate the concept of directed arcs. Also, a maximum leg length could be introduced to rule 
out any direct travel between bases that are reasonably too far apart. In other words, if 
D"(i, j) > max leg, 
where max leg represents the realistic distance which limits an aircraft with a particular payload- 
range curve, then we would simply assign 
D”(Q) := 03. 
Now we can define our distance matrix, Do, as well as our lower and upper triangular matrices L 
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Using equation (B), we can explicitly represent our backward sweep as follows: 
p+l) = (p) 
15 
dc21+l) 
14 = &&+l) + &), 
dc21+l) 
13 = 3362di2,1+l) + 3g14di;+1) + di;), 
d(21+1) 
12 = 2420dj;+‘) + 3012d(,;+‘) + 3366di;+l) + dK), 
dc21+l) = d(21) 
11 11 . 
Similarly, using equation (7), explicitly represent the forward sweep as follows: 
d(21+2) = &+l), 
di”+“) = 
d:lL+21 = 
2499diy+2) + di;+“, 
d::“t’i = 
3255diT+2) + 2420di2,1+2) + d$“31+“, 
14 3012d$+2) + 3362di;+2) + di”k+“, 
di;+2) = 5865d$y+2) + 3366di2,1f2) + 3914di;+2) + 553d(,;‘+2) + ditf2) 
In Table 1, we give the results of the first five sweeps. Note that the fourth sweep and the fifth 
sweep results are equivalent, and thus denote the optimal path lengths. Observe also that the 
double-sweep algorithm terminated after five sweeps, or 2 l/2 double-sweeps, compared to the 
theoretical maximum of (l/2)7& = 7 l/2 double-sweeps. 
Table 1. Results of the double-sweep algorithm on the sample network 
From the path lengths, the corresponding k-shortest paths can be found from base T, KTIK, 
to every other base (Table 2). These paths do not exclude cycles, as can been seen by the 3’d 
shortest paths from KTIK to RJTY, for instance. 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, we have seen that the problem of routing aircraft in an airlift can be modeled as 
a k-shortest path problem, where k is a user-defined number of alternate routes. This problem 
can be solved using the double-sweep algorithm, which represents path lengths and arc lengths 
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Table 2. The k-shortest paths from KTIK in the sample network 
Destination Base Paths k 
PAED KTIK-PAED 1 
KTIK-PHIK-PAED 2 
KTIK-PAED-PHIK-PAED 3 
PHIK KTIK-PHIK 1 
KTIK-PAED-PHIK 2 
KTIK-PHIK-PAED-PHIK 3 




RKPS KTIK-PAED-RKPS 1 
KTIK-PAED-RJTY-RKPS 2 
KTIK-PAED-ERTC-RJTY-RKPS 3 
between bases as vectors of lc distinct elements. We have shown that the arc lengths between 
bases can be represented with one distinct length, and all other lengths set to infinity. We have 
further shown that this reduces the computational complexity of the algorithm by a factor of Ic. 
We 
the 
proved that this simplified double-sweep algorithm still converges. Finally, we demonstrated 
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